CHAPTER 15

ENGLISH

Doctoral Theses

149. G. N. SAIBABA

**Indian Writing in English and Nation Making: Reading the Discipline.**
Supervisor : Prof. Sumanyu Satpathy

**Th 19012**

**Abstract**

Studies the process of disciplinary formation of Indian English literature by locating it in the practice of literary criticism. This analysis of the formation of the disciplinary edifice of Indian English literary domain focuses itself on examining literary criticism in English simultaneously as an academic, pedagogical and publishing enterprise.

**Contents**

1. Introduction. 2. Institutional formation of Indian english literature: a critical overview. 3. The shape of the beast: Indian english literature as the voice of the metropolis. 4. Books of imperialism: political economy of Indian writing in english. 5. The Indian novel in english: between colonialist humanism and religious revivalism. 6. Articulating the nation: the novel and the critic in Indian english. 7. Indian english literature and social formation: the continuing debate. 8. Conclusion and references

150. Kaul (Nilofer)

**Masks and Mirrors: Configurations of Narcissism in Selected Short Fiction by Women.**
Supervisor : Prof. Malashri Lal

**Th 19011**

**Abstract**

Attempts at capturing the proliferating numbers of narcissistic
configurations. Examines the relationship between the self and its representation. Tries to restore some of the proliferating meaning in the pursuit of narratives and bring to the fore conflicting meanings by adopting a pluralistic model, for any one model would have confined this span across texts, ages, authors and thems.
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M.Phil Dissertations

151. AGARWAL (Binoy Bhushan)  
Narrative and History : A Study of William Dalrymple’s Narrative Histories.  
Supervisor : Dr. Rochelle Pinto

152. AMRITA AJAY  
Novel Nation and Language : Interrogating Polarities.  
Supervisor : Dr. Ira Raja

153. BARUAH (Debarchana)  
Elusive Dreams : Suburbia in Post World War II American literature.  
Supervisor : Dr. Subarno Chattarji

154. BATRA (Parul)  
Decoding Angels : Tracing the Rise of the New Woman in Selected Nineteenth Century English Novels.  
Supervisor : Dr. Baidik Bhattacharya

155. BORA (Saswati)  
Notes on a Menaced boy : Masculinity and James Baldwin.  
Supervisor : Dr. Brinda Bose
156. CHETTRI (Anisha)  
Modern Indians Nepali Writing and Translation : A case Study of Indra Bahadur Rai’s Short-Stories.  
Supervisor : Prof. Harish Trivedi

157. DAS (Debapriya)  
Domesticity and Female Selfhood in 19th Century Bengal.  
Supervisor : Prof Sambudha Sen

158. DWIVEDI (Neerav)  
Supervisor : Prof. Udaya Kumar

159. GOLA (Rajani)  
Gender and Nation in Muslim Women Literature.  
Supervisor : Dr. Ira Raja

160. MANDHWANI (Aakirti)  
New Literary in Hindi Pulp : A Study of Raja Pocket Books and Surender Mohan Pathak  
Supervisor : Dr. Prasanta Chkravarty

161. MERELEEN LITY LYNGDOH Y BLAH  
Binding Representations.  
Supervisor : Dr. Rochelle Pinto

162. MUKHOPADHYAY (Priyasha)  
Supervisor : Prof. Harish Trivedi

163. JAMIR (Emisenla)  
Supervisor : Dr. Raj Kumar

164. JASH (Sambudha)  
Shadow Lives : Subjective Possibilities within Nineteenth Century Bengali Widowhood.  
Supervisor : Dr. Baidik Bhattacharya

165. LIMAYANGL A. PONGENER  
Study of the Ao-Naga Understanding of Literary Collection and Production.  
Supervisor : Dr. Rochelle Pinto
166. MAHAPATRA (Aruni)
Crime, Sensation and the Urban Experience: A Study of Three Novels.
Supervisor: Prof. Sambudha Sen

167. MATHUR (Shivika)
Metropolitan Gaze: Representation of the Naxalite Movement in Some Indian Novels in English.
Supervisor: Dr. Tapan Basu

168. NEERU
Sex and Psychology in D.H. Lawrence’s Novels.
Supervisor: Prof. Shirshendu Chakrabarti.

169. PANDEY (Siddhardh)
Perceiving a Space, Producing a Place: Understanding the Transition from Simla to Shimla
Supervisor: Prof. Udaya Kumar

170. SAIKIA (Minkushree)
Reading Mahatma Gandhi and Gandhism in 21st Century Hindi Cinema.
Supervisor: Dr. Christel R. Devadawson

171. SANGITHA
Vietnamese American Writings.
Supervisor: Dr. Subarno Chattarji

172. SAREEN (Shruti)
Imagined and the Inhabited City in the Poetry of Arundhati Subramaniam, Anjum Hasan, S.P. Surendran and Tabish Khair.
Supervisor: Dr. Ira Raja

173. SEN (Puja)
London by Gaslight: The Modernization of the Night in the Nineteenth Century.
Supervisor: Prof. Sambudha Sen

174. SHARMA (Sharda)
Supervisor: Dr. Nandini Chandra
175. SHARMA (Sneha)  
Illustrating Happenstance : A Brief Study of the Anecdote.  
Supervisor : Prof. Udaya Kumar

176. SHYAMA LAXMAN  
Transgressive Female Sexuality in Post 90s Hindi Cinema  
Supervisor : Dr. Brinda Bose

177. SINGH (Priyanka)  
Existential Predicament in Anita Desai’s Novels : A study of Women Characters.  
Supervisor : Dr. Raj Kumar

178. SINGH (Sakshi)  
Supervisor : Dr. Rupendra Guha Majumdar

179. SOBTI (Sukriti)  
Modern Indian Re-Presentations of Draupadi.  
Supervisor : Dr. Rupendra Guha Majumdar

180. SUSAN CHRISTI  
Mode of Confession in Golden-Age Detective Fiction.  
Supervisor : Dr. Christel R Devadawson

181. TANVEEN KAUR  
Alternative Epistemologies and the Problematization of the Trope of Women’s Writing : A Study of the Personal Narratives of Three Atypical Women Authors.  
Supervisor : Dr. Tapan Basu

182. TOKAS (Sandeep)  
Supervisor : Dr. Nandin Chandra